
 

Meeting 

GEOGLAM RAPP

 

General 

• Discussion of key elements and functionalities of a future the global pasture monitoring 

system, and associated visualisation interface, including parallel development to the 

current GEOGLAM crop monitor (see: http://geoglam

 

• Identification of several global pilot areas, to showcase latest satellite

and pasture condition and biomass monitoring activities, as well as integration of this 

information with livestock statistics and productivity modelling.  

 

• Identification of key satellite data needs for acquisition by the Committee on Earth 

Observation Satellites (CEOS) and their ad

 

                                     

Meeting Logistics and Information Guide

GEOGLAM RAPP - 2nd Workshop
23rd -24th July, 2014 

 

General Meeting Objectives

Discussion of key elements and functionalities of a future the global pasture monitoring 

system, and associated visualisation interface, including parallel development to the 

current GEOGLAM crop monitor (see: http://geoglam-crop-monitor.org )

tion of several global pilot areas, to showcase latest satellite

and pasture condition and biomass monitoring activities, as well as integration of this 

information with livestock statistics and productivity modelling.  

key satellite data needs for acquisition by the Committee on Earth 

Observation Satellites (CEOS) and their ad-hoc satellite data coordination group (SDCG).

 

 

Information Guide  

Workshop 

 

Meeting Objectives 

Discussion of key elements and functionalities of a future the global pasture monitoring 

system, and associated visualisation interface, including parallel development to the 

monitor.org ) 

tion of several global pilot areas, to showcase latest satellite-based rangeland 

and pasture condition and biomass monitoring activities, as well as integration of this 

information with livestock statistics and productivity modelling.   

key satellite data needs for acquisition by the Committee on Earth 

hoc satellite data coordination group (SDCG). 



General Information & Contacts

Meeting Address :  

Room 115, First Floor

INRA HQ, Paris 

147, Rue de l’Université

75338 Paris CEDEX 07

Local Information: 
 
Patricia Sanchez 
INRA CODIR - Environnement 
147, rue de l’université 
75338 Paris Cedex 07 
  
Tél : 33(0)1 42 75 92 06 
N° Office : 614 (6th floor) 

patricia.sanchez@paris.inra.fr

General Information & Contacts

Travel Information 

Accommodation 

Room 115, First Floor 

147, Rue de l’Université 

75338 Paris CEDEX 07,   Telephone (reception) 01.42.75.90.00

 

patricia.sanchez@paris.inra.fr 

Overall Logistics : 

 

Liz Stower  

CSIRO Sustainable 

Agriculture Flagship 

Phone: +61 (0) 7 3833 5633  

Mobile: +61 (0)447 051 805  

 liz.stower@csiro.au  

GEOGLAM RAPP 

Coordination and 

Program:

 

Alex Held

CSIRO Marine and 

Atmospheric 

Research

Phone: +61 

62465718

Mobile:

(0)419427313

 

General Information & Contacts 

 

Telephone (reception) 01.42.75.90.00 

GEOGLAM RAPP 

Coordination and 

Program: 

Alex Held  

CSIRO Marine and 

Atmospheric 

Research 

Phone: +61 (0) 2 

62465718 

Mobile: +61 

(0)419427313 

 alex.held@csiro.au 



How to reach the meeting venue

From Paris airports

From Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport

Paris CDG Airport is approximately 45 minutes by taxi (without traffic jam and around 65

underground.  

 

1) Take   towards 

          Robinson 

→ Get off at 

2) Take    from S

     Versailles

→ Get off at 

3)  Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

is on the left side of the street 

 

 

From Orly airport (~���� 58mn, €11

Paris Orly airport is approximately 35 minutes by taxi (without traffic jam and around 45

underground. You should: 

1) Take  

 

2) From Antony, take   

     →

3) Take         from St-Michel Notre

         Versailles-Rive Gauche

           → Get off at 

4)  Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building 

is on the left side of the street 

 

Paris train stations

From Paris-Gare du Nord

1) Take   towards St-Rémy

 or Robinson

→ Get off at 

How to reach the meeting venue 

From Paris airports 

From Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport (~���� 60mn, €9.50) 

is approximately 45 minutes by taxi (without traffic jam and around 65

towards St Rémy-lès-Chevreuses  or Orsay  or Massy

 

Get off at St-Michel Notre-Dame station 

St-Michel Notre-Dame  towards St-Quentin-en

Versailles-Rive Gauche  or Pontoise 

Get off at Invalides station 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

is on the left side of the street (cf. map enclosed, red route). 

11.30) 

is approximately 35 minutes by taxi (without traffic jam and around 45

 for Antony 

 direction Aéroport Charles de Gaulle 

→ Get off at St-Michel Notre-Dame station 

Michel Notre-Dame  towards St-Quentin-en-Yvelines 

Rive Gauche  or Pontoise 

Get off at Invalides station 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building 

is on the left side of the street (cf. map enclosed, red route). 

Paris train stations 

Gare du Nord (~���� 35mn, €1.70) 

Rémy-lès-Chevreuses  or Orsay  or Massy-Palaiseau 

Robinson 

off at SSSStttt----Michel NotreMichel NotreMichel NotreMichel Notre----Dame Dame Dame Dame station 

is approximately 45 minutes by taxi (without traffic jam and around 65€) and 60 minutes by 

Massy-Palaiseau  or  

en-Yvelines  or    

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147. The building 

is approximately 35 minutes by taxi (without traffic jam and around 45€) and 58 minutes by 

Aéroport Charles de Gaulle or Mitry Claye 

Yvelines  or    

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147. The building 

Palaiseau   



2) Take  from St-Michel Notre

     Versailles-Rive Gauche

      → Get off at Invalides 

1)  Take the underground metro line 4 (

2)  Catch the underground metro line 8 (t

3)  Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

is on the left side of the street 

 

From Paris-Gare de Lyon 

1)  Take the underground metro line 14 (towards 

2)  Catch the underground metro line 8 (t

3)  Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

the left side of the street (cf. map enclosed, 

 

From Paris-Gare Montparnasse 

1)       Take underground metro line 13

Courtilles) and get off at Invalides

 

2)  Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

building is on the left side of the street 

 

More information 

Taxi options 

1) Les Taxis bleus 

℡: +33 (0)8 91 70 10 10 

Website: http://www.taxis-bleus.com

2) Taxi G7 

℡: +33 (0)1 47 39 47 39 

Website: www.taxis-g7.com 

3) ACB Taxis 

℡: +33 (0)8 25 00 04 37 

Website: www.acbtaxis.fr 

Michel Notre-Dame  towards St-Quentin-en-Yvelines  or   

Rive Gauche  or Pontoise 

 station    Or 

Take the underground metro line 4 (towards Porte d'Orléans) to 

the underground metro line 8 (towards Balard) and get off at the 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

is on the left side of the street (cf. map enclosed, red route). 

Lyon (~���� 30mn, €1.70) 

Take the underground metro line 14 (towards Gare Saint Lazare) to 

the underground metro line 8 (towards Balard) and get off at the 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

(cf. map enclosed, red route).  

Gare Montparnasse (~���� 25mn, €1.70) 

underground metro line 13 (towards Saint-Denis-Université

Invalides station. 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147.

is on the left side of the street (cf. map enclosed, red route). 

More information Paris (network, itineraries, timetables …) on 

bleus.com 

or    

) to Strasbourg-Saint-Denis station. 

) and get off at the Invalides station. 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147. The building 

) to Madeleine station. 

) and get off at the Invalides station. 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147. The building is on 

Université or Asnieres-Gennevilliers Les 

Walk down the “rue de l’Université” until you reach the INRA building at number 147. The 

 

, itineraries, timetables …) on www.ratp.fr 



                                     
 

 

NRA from “Pont de l’Alma” station in pink and fro

                                      

rom “Pont de l’Alma” station in pink and from “Invalides” station in purple

  

m “Invalides” station in purple 



Underground Networ



HOTELS NEARBY 

 

Each participant should make his own reservation. We recommend you the Hotel Malar which is 

the closest to the meeting venue.

1. Hotel Malar** 

29, rue Malar 

75007 Paris, ℡ +33 (0)1 45 51 38 46

Website: www.hotelmalar.com  

Indicative price: 

84€ TTC (single)  , Breakfast: 11€

2. Hotel de la Tulipe*** 

33, rue Malar, 75007 Paris, ℡ +33 (0)1 45 51 67 21

Website: www.paris-hotel-tulipe.com

Indicative price: 

158€ TTC (single)  , Breakfast: 11

3. Hotel Prince** 

66, avenue Bosquet 

75007 Paris, ℡ +33 (0)1 47 05 40 90

Website: http://www.hotel-prince

Indicative price: 

80€ TTC /night (single) , Breakfast: 10

4. Hotel de France, Invalides***

102, Bd de la Tour Maubourg, 75007 Paris

Website: http://www.hoteldefrance.com/

Indicative price: 

130€ TTC/night (single) , Breakfast: 12

                        

Each participant should make his own reservation. We recommend you the Hotel Malar which is 

the closest to the meeting venue. 

+33 (0)1 45 51 38 46 

 

€ TTC 

+33 (0)1 45 51 67 21 

tulipe.com  

Breakfast: 11€ TTC 

+33 (0)1 47 05 40 90 

prince-paris-eiffel-tower.com/ 

Breakfast: 10€ TTC  

. Hotel de France, Invalides*** 

75007 Paris, ℡ +33 (0)1 47 05 40 49 

http://www.hoteldefrance.com/ 

Breakfast: 12€ TTC 

 

Each participant should make his own reservation. We recommend you the Hotel Malar which is 



 

4. Hôtel Tour Eiffel** 

17, rue de l’Exposition 

℡ +33 (0)1 47 05 14 75 

Website: http://fr.federal-hotel.com/hotel_hotel

Indicative price: 

99€ TTC /night (single), Breakfast: 9

 

For additional options, please visit

 

                        

hotel.com/hotel_hotel-de-la-tour-eiffel-paris_1680.htm

Breakfast: 9€ TTC 

For additional options, please visit www.booking.com, or any other booking website. 

 

paris_1680.htm 

, or any other booking website.  


